
NOTES 

Meeting of the London Museums Librarians and Archivists’ Group 

Thursday 19th September 2002 

 

 

Present: Pauline Dingley, Science Museum 

  Beth Houghton, Tate Gallery 

  Vicky Stott, Victoria and Albert Museum 

  John Meriton, Victoria and Albert Museum 

  Richard Golland, Imperial War Museum 

  Daphne Knott, National Maritime Museum 

  Jill Davies, National Maritime Museum 

  Sue Breakell, Imperial War Museum 

  Peter Elliott, RAF Museum 

  Michael Ball, National Army Museum 

  Chris Mills, Natural History Museum 

  CarolineWarhurst, London Transport Museum 

  Joanna Bowring, British Museum 

 

Apologies: Sally Brook, Museum of London  

 

1 Coffee and introductions. John Meriton welcomed the group to the 

Victoria and Albert Museum with the National Art Library and 

explained the current status of the Library at the heart of the Word and 

Image division.  

 

2 Notes of the last meeting were agreed. BH offered to contact Elspeth 

Hector at the National Gallery and CM offered to contact Kew. 

 

3 Issue Debate: 

a. Meeting the needs of a disparate audience 

 Age groups: under 14 years need to be accompanied at the IWM, 

under 18s need written consent at the NMM 

 Physical environment and space places constraints on service 

provision – at the Tate a new research centre has proved labour-

intensive since users are not traditionally aware of how to use 

archives. User education is an important part of the service. The 

V&A agreed that they had decided to provide two separate areas, 

one of which (the West Room) would be open access. The NMM 

agreed that they are developing an E-Library area to complement 

their traditional Reading Room. The BM admitted that there are 

conflicts with the Reading Room acting as a Gallery space as 

well as a library. 

 Remote enquirers pose many challenges, especially via email. 

The discussion was quite animated about enquiries generally – 

different institutions face different problems whether it is trying 



to answer everything or lacking policies and senior support for 

limiting enquiry work. FOI, charging and time limits were 

considerations. All agreed that enquiries could outweigh 

resources available. 

 User profiles reveal a mainly academic base, with an increasing 

interest from other quarters. 

 Concluded that secondary reading rooms were favoured where 

space allowed; complemented by learning packages, topic boxes, 

online resources and web developments. 

 

b. Use of library and manuscript collections for display 

 Exhibition designers are often not interested in paper collections. 

 Interpretation is perceived to be more difficult for these 

collections. 

 Facsimiles are not always favoured, but there are issues with 

exposure for prolonged lengths of time of the original. 

 The NHM has had some success displaying library collections at 

Christie’s, which actually led to fund raising opportunities. 

 It was felt that technology developed elsewhere, such as the BL’s 

‘Turning the Page’ would be welcome: could this be a 

consortium bid for this group? 

 The PRO e-archiving project was mentioned. Digital 

presentations were felt to be a strong way forward for displaying 

library and manuscript collections. 

 

4 Staff exchanges and training programme 

Furthering the discussion from earlier meetings.  

 Suggested that 3 – 6 months would be a good timescale, with a 

one-to-one exchange. However as the discussion progressed, 

most representatives agreed that they could accept a candidate for 

3 months, but were unlikely to be able to free a member of staff 

to work off-site.  

 Others suggested 1 day per week, but experience showed that this 

was not very effective and simply increased ones workload at the 

home organisation. 

 CILIP could be approached for assistance and Re:source’s 

‘Sharing Skills’ initiative should be used as a guide to success. 

 Concluded that it was essential to have a mentor at the host 

organisation and that 2- 3 days a week for a period of 1-2 months 

may be the ideal balance. Exchanges would take place 

consecutively to limit pressure on the workplace, and that clear 

objectives, flexibility and achievable results for staff 

development were major factors in its success. 

 RG and JD to draft a generic policy document for each 

organisation to agree with their individual HR sections. 



 CW to draft a pro-forma document for each organisation to 

complete with details of what they can offer, how and when etc. 

The idea is to create an Exchange Directory. 

 RG will discuss the scheme with the HR representative from the 

NMDC. 

 

The V&A offered an ‘open door’ policy to their training programme, 

which provides training on Mondays in batches of 10 sessions 

throughout the year. 

 

5 Freedom of Information 

SB will approach Susan Snell to see if she would be prepared to present 

a paper for a seminar-style discussion at the next meeting. If not, Susan 

Healy of the PRO could be approached. 

 

The point was made that there is a Museum and Galleries Archivist 

Group in existence; SB will raise the existence of LMLAG at their 

meeting, but felt that we have different remits – the MGAG is concerned 

with public records and the institution’s archives, rather than subject 

manuscripts. Generally it was felt that after three meetings it was time to 

fit the group into current professional structures whilst retaining its very 

practical and positive remit. 

 

6 Date of Next Meeting: Thursday 16
th

 January 2003  

Venue:   Tate Gallery (Britain) 

Time:    10.00 – 12.00 

 

7 Tour of Library followed the meeting. 

 

 


